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; g^r^:z|&tîS ' ^Jst^sssciz ‘o*c jân -u-derKaBdfltow s„,*>ft2ng population from the window of

hiâ 44 Wage-Labor and Capital” In effect then, tfce could sustain billions èt peopled fA!>eady the ciy is mvry of a frill
worker's “sun”—h» wage—although remaining sIS- heard that farmiag-.t'wvei prediction” » annihilât- figures that now ocgupy the World’s stage are Kfrf 
tionary in itself, is eonsidered to be in motion in re- ing the prices of farm commodifies. The following the masked Santa Clauses who diffuse universal 
lation to objects that actually have moved. Hence, (.newspaper comment) refers to the Canadian crop pleasure during the yearn of our childhood by p*e- 
our ancestors, in asserting that thier sun move# of 1923 — senting to the families ee gift* articles that somepf
around an object—the earth—which was the real ‘ The prairie provinces, with less than two million the members earned by their oWh hard work.„ Hu- 
mover, were relatively right and. consequently, net population, produced enough wheat and meat this 1 inanity, like the child, is growing. In another eense 
absolutely wrong! summer to feed about fifty million people, yet thou-

Apply this analogy to the questions of idealism sands of families are very poor, their children can- 
and materialism.
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we might say ‘they’ arc growing. They will soon 
get rid of their pet delusions- The plural is here. 

Undoubtedly, materialism is the not attend school for want of clothing, and hundreds Usv(i advisedly since we are thinking of kn—yfry 
correct theory; hutden’t le: us therefore altogether of families on the treeless prairies, it ia stated, have aK two babies bora with every attribute that wfllf' 
despise and reject idealism. Materialism is the hid- not sufficient money to buy coal. Why, with sneh mnk,- 0f them an invincible to be admired «id 
den, vitally essential, strong, rock-set foundation P1™* production are there so many In wantt” trusted, and an enlightened woman to be loved and

Therefore, the Socialist contention is well within honoured.
Surely the acquisition of thia troth is more, to be 

desired than all the gold of the Klondike. -
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that supports the whole superstructure. But ideal
ism is the lovely superstructure itself, which charms the mark, that with proper organization the full

Mankind’s anti- labor day need not exeeeed four hours.

?

j r and satisfies both eye and soul ! 
materialistic instincta, as we said, are prophetic ; for

■
All this is proved to be possible. We have the 

means, material and physiological, to make it possi- Let us hope that those of 
friends who were unlucky financially have the grand 
consolation of possessing the treasures 
the momentous troths that are crystallised*in the 
doctrines of scientific socialism.

cosmopolitan) our $
capitalism already offers us the basis for rendering 
any anxiety about matters material, ridiculous — bio. Only the requisite knowledge, the will and the

organization arc lacking. When this trinity do get 
together and become as one, the Mastery of Mater-

©irl in
‘1 Consider the lilies of the field, etc.11

■ mCapitalism not only supplies the basis for mastery 
material affaira, but it has also furnished the ialisr" over us ^ ** alter, d into our Mastery over

Materialism ; which will then be reduced to virtual
H over

*proofs of such supremacy; and Karl Marx gave up 
the means to understand these proofs in his theory 
of surplus value which he discovered in the mi*- thc Mi,lpnniam wiil *t last a welcome guest, have

*; • come to stay with us 1

V
nonentity, and the Age of Idealism, the tJOtoen Age,

PLATFORMj1,
. >! nineteenth eentnry along with his two other discov

eries—the materialist explanation of history and. the 
class war principle. His analysis of surplus valet 
lays bare the source of profit and the exploitation 
of the working-class. A hazy idea still prevails that 
profit is made by selling goods at a purely artifiehjfi 
price fixed by the wffl of the seller, over and above 
their true value.. But Marx, in-his “Value, Prie* 
and Profit” shows that this idea ia incorrect. And 
yet so truly ia the theory of surplus value a genuine: 
discovery that evenjfiavx himself can only prove ft 
in this lecture, indirectly : just as the roundness of 
the earth, contrary to its appearance of flatness, 
must be, like mahy another scientific troth, proved
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him that gives and Mai that takes.” Borne of them 
perhaps, have msdOtUroney. Wemary take it for 
granted that they sre all happy And, we hope, liv
ing in peace

But even if they made no fortunes we venture to 
say that each still woe a very Valuable prize. Is. 
not knowledge a glotièw rewawlt and does not oar

indirectly or, as ft ia called in logic, “symboKeally” P»**”*" k»nd «l-kno^»xlgt hyhfi Ùa auperior to
..................

New surphta value is what the workers areate 
over and aboi» the value at their labor-rapacity ;

- for which latter they get, on an average, just enough 
wages to maintain it in condition and to rear up 
fresh labor*powers embodied in their children, to re
place the adult powers when worn out and useless.
The labor that the worker must do to earn his keep 
is called necessary labor ; and the labor which he per
forms over and above this

ih
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